Student’s Worksheet Ryby Doliny Baryczy
Activity One 
Match the English names with their Polish equivalents. The descriptions of the fish in the next activity will help you. Go to Baza Wiedzy (edukacja.barycz.pl)

silver carp                lin
zander                  sum   
perch                   amur        
pike                    tołpyga  
catfish                  okoń  
tench                   sandach
grass carp               szczupak   

Activity Two
Complete the following descriptions with the highlighted words. You may need a dictionary to look up some unknown vocab. 

It has elongated..............and sharp teeth. It can grow to maximum recorded ............of 1,85m. reaching a maximum recording weight of 35kg. Their coloration is typically grey-green with..............or spotted appearance with stripes along their backs. Its individual marking patterns are unique like .................p--e
snout/ mottled/ fingerprints/length
This fish is named for their prominent barbels which ....................... a cat's whiskers. Barbels are ..................... sensory organs near the mouth. This fish has no scales, their bodies are often naked. -a----h
resemble/slender
It is most often found in still waters with a...............or muddy substrate and abundant vegetation. The species is rare in clean waters across stony ground and is absent althogether from fast-flowing ................. It tolerates water with a low ..................... concentration being found in waters where even the carp cannot survive. --n-h
clay/streams/oxygen
It's also called the flying carp for its tendency to......................from the water when .................... . Many boaters travelling in uncovered high-speed .........................have been injured by running into the fish while at speed. -i--er  -a-p.
watercraft/startled/leap
The fish are closely........................to perch . They are often called pike-perch as they....................pike with their elongated body and head and the perch with their spiny ......................... fin. -a---r
resemble/related/dorsal
This fish was introduced in Europe for aquatic ................... control . It's a fish of a large......................rivers and associated flood plain lakes with wide degree of temperature tolerance. The species occurs in lakes , ponds, pools and...............................of large rivers,preferring slow-flowing or standing waters. -r--s  ---p
backwaters/turbid/weed

Activity Three
You will be asked to choose one of the fish and describe it on the basis of what you have just learned.





